SECONDARY EDUCATION

**EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR**

- VACANT*

**EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT**

- MICHAEL HUTCHINSON

**PRINCIPALS**

- K-8 SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
  - FOREST HEIGHTS STEM ACADEMY
    - AMY COOPER
  - JA FAIR ACADEMY
    - MELINDA MODICA
  - K8 SCHOOL
    - PRINCIPALS
  - CLOVERDALE MIDDLE
    - WANDA RUFFINS
  - DUNBAR MIDDLE
    - Quinton Cain
  - MABELVALE MIDDLE
    - Tonjuna Iverson
  - MANN MAGNET MIDDLE
    - Marcus Johnson
  - PINNACLE VIEW MIDDLE
    - Takecia Campbell
  - PULASKI HEIGHTS MIDDLE
    - Darrell Powell
  - CENTRAL HIGH
    - NANCY ROUSSEAU
  - HALL MAGNET HIGH
    - Amy Cooper
  - SOUTHWEST MAGNET HIGH
    - Xavier Hood, interim
  - WEST MAGNET HIGH
    - Karen Heatherly
  - PARKVIEW MAGNET HIGH
    - Eric Henderson, interim

**ATHLETICS**

- JOHN DANIELS
  - DIRECTOR

**ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS**

- EMMA SAXTON
  - SECRETARY
- ARIE ISLAN
  - ADMINISTRATION SPECIALIST
- EMMA JACOBS
  - FACULTY SPECIALIST

**METROPOLITAN**

- MARVIN BURTON

* Duties temporarily assigned to Shana Loring and Melissa Guide for the remainder of the 2022-23 school year.
MAINTENANCE & OPERATIONS

KEVIN YARBERRY
DIRECTOR

MICHAEL ELLIS
CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISOR

DAVID BURK
CONSTRUCTION MGR

GLENN ROBINSON
CONSTRUCTION MGR

JAMES TAGGART
GEN MAINT SUPERVISOR

TAMELA BENNET
SECRETARY

LISA HOLLIDAY
SECRETARY

NATALIE MADISON
SECRETARY

STEPHANIE PHELPS
INV/FIN SOC SECRETARY

KAYLA WHITFIELD
SECRETARY ADMIN

LITTLE ROCK
SCHOOL DISTRICT